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"KING PEARLft

FADE IN

1 EXT. OPEN SEA - HEAVY FOG - NIGHT

SHOT
as, first, we hear the sound of a distant
and, slowly, her side lights mste~ia1ize.
toward us through the thick fog.

(STOCK)

sqip I s foghorn
The ship sails
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2 INT. WHEELHOUSE.- BRITISH CARGO SHIP -NIGHT

FULL SHOT - CAPTAIN ADAM WATSON
a leathery British~r, searching the foggy sea through
his binoculars. The STEERSMAN'S eyes are glued to the
gyropilot, while in the radio shack, the radio ma~, TOMM1,
watches the radar scope.

TOMMY

(suddenly)
Captain1 Ship dead ahead --- five
hundred yards from collision1

CAPTAIN
(to steersman)

Hard right rudder~
(into speaker tube)

Engine Room1 All stop!

The Captain searches the sea ahead.

CAPTAIN
Present position, Tommy?

TOMMY
Ship two hundred yards off starboard,
Captain •.

The Captain picks up a loud hailer:

CAPTAIN
AhoyJ A-hoy out theret

(a long beat; the
roghorn sounds)

Switch orf that blasted foghornl .
(a bea t) ,

Listenl

We hear the sound of a ship's bell clanging ominously
in the rog.

CAPTAIN
She should be right off there •••

He looks off through the binoculars.



EXT. OPEN SEA - FOG - (BINOCULAR MATT)

2

(STOCK)

SHOT
as the fog blows off and we see a submarine rolling and
heeling in the gentle ~eB.

4 BACK TO SCENE

CAPTAIN
I say ••••

(a beat)
Wireless the Admiralty we've found
that b~oomint ghost submarine and are
takint her in tow.

Aye,

TOMMY

(manipulatinswireless key)
aye, Captain.

the
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CAPTAIN
And~ Tommy, wirephoto a picture of her
so they don't think we've been tap~ing
the rum stores.

TOMMY
Aye, sir.

CAPTAIN
(into a speaking
tube)

Lower a boat and have boarding party
stand-by.

As the Captain exits t't1ewheelhouse,_ Tornmy.-goesto the
window and shoots a flash picture of the submarine with
a ten-second camera.

TOMMY
(to the steersman,
as he pulls the develop
ing slide)

Never took a picture of a ghost afore •••

SLOW DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. SUBMARINE BRIDGE - (S.S. MORGAN) - NIGHT

SHOT
as Captain Watson and SAILORSJ guns drawnJ climb ont~
the bridge, see the ship's bell clanging with the gentle
rolling of the submarine. Cautiously they explore the
bridge with their flashlights Bnd discover an open hatch.
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3

6 ANOTHER ANGLE

CAPTAIN
(shining his tl~sh
down into the sub)

Ahoy down there ••••

His voice echoes and re-echoes through the submarine.

CAPTAIN
(puzzleqj muttering)

Incredible •••
(a beat; he starts down
the ladder into the
submarine)

Stay close, lads.

7 INT. SUBMARINE CONTROL ROOM - (S. S. MORGAN) - NIGHT

SHOT
as Watson and his men climb dow~ the ladder.

CAPTAIN
A-hoyl

(his voice again echoes
and re-echoes through the
submarine)

There must be someone about •••?

They explore the cramped Control Room with ~heir flashlights.
As the ship's bell clangs, Captain Watson suddenly hears
another sound. He signals for his men.tQ be still and
they bear a ticking sound. Watson's light finds the Ship'S
clock.

8 INSERT - SHIP'S CLOCK
ticking loudly.

9 ANOTHER ANGLE
as the Captain feels.the winding stem of the clock.

CAPTAIN
Strange --- this submarine's supposed
to have been abandoned for years, yet
the ship's clock has been freshly wound.

SAILOR

(frelghtened)
Letrs get out of here, Captain!

CAPTAIN
Under the iaws of ss.lvage, anyone
finding a selvaged vessel, owns her
--- we're going to be rich men, lads.

From behind them there is the unexpected sound of gurgling.
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10 ANOTHER ANGLE
as they whirl around and their flashlights converge on
an aquarium t~nk in the center of which is a large
oyster, about~ twelve inches in diameter. The oyster is
open and in its body there is e gleaming pearl the size
of a dIme. There is another gurgling sound and the oyster
shell snaps shut.

CAPTAIN
(awed)

An oyster! And
of that pearl?
hundred pounds.

did you see the size
It must be worth five

11

12

13

The saIlors react, ~ut they are still uneasy as Watson's
flash pans across a shelf of books above the aquarium.

INSERT - BOOKS, TEST TUBES, MICROSCOPE, ETC.
to include volumes I-IV of "MARINE BIOLOGY" by
Harriman Nelson.

BACK TO SCENE
as they continue to explore the Control Room and exit.

INT. TORPEDO ROOM - (S., S. MORGAN) - NIGHT

SHOT
as Captain Watson and his men search the Torpedo Room.

SAILOR
(something fixed in
his flash)

Captain, have a look herel

14 INSERT - BULKHEAD
on which we can barely make out the faded letters

u. S. S. M RG

15 BACK TO SCENE

CAPTAIN
(reading)

U. S. S ••••something.
know she's an American

At least we
Ship.
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Then as he turns, his light_picks up Chinese writing on
anot~er bulkhead, but he does not see it. Instead his
attention is drawn to an open hatch in the deck. He
shines his light down into it.

16 WHAT THEY SEE

DOWN - INTO THE HOLD - THROUGH 'mE HA TeH
the figures of two men, face down on the deck.
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17 BACK TO SCENE

CAPTAIN
I sayl

H~ starts down the ladder, followed by his men.

18 !NT. HOLD - NIGHT

SHOT
the Captain approaches one of the figures and shakes it
gently •. There is no sign of life. He rolls the figure
over, revealing a dummy. As he rolls over the other figure
the hatch c~angs shut above them.

19 INT, TORPEDO ROOM

SHOT
we hear the protests of Watson and his men as a uniformed
figure secures the hatch cover. The lights go on as an
oriental crew man stations.

20 INT. CONTROL ROOM - (S. S. MORGAN) - NIGHT

SHOT
the Control Room now fully manned. WIN, young, rigid,
disciplined, dedicated, moves quickly to the periscope as
CHOU LI WO, enters and goes to his aquarium.

A-20 ANOTHER ANGLE
as Chou looks fondly at the oyster, ~ow open again.
TenderlY he dr~ps a few pinches of food into the water.
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WIN
(looking through the
periscope)

The boarding party is aboard the
shiP, Doctor.

Indifferently~ Chou exchanges places with Win at the
periscope. WHAT HE SEES:

21 EXT. WHEELHOUSE - ·(THROUGH PERISCOPE MATT) '-NIGHT

SHOT

as Chouls men burst into the wheelhouse,.surprising_
Tommy and the Steersman, who slowly raise their hands
a~ove their heads.

QUICK DISSOLVE TO:
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22 EXT. SUBMARINE BRIDGE - (S. S. MORGAN) - NIGHT

SHOT - CHOU g. WIN

WIN
(efficiently)

The gold bull~on has been removed
from the ship and loaded aboard the
submarine.

(consults manifold)
Two million dollars --- a good haul.

C~U
It is a pity we cannot use it to.. I
build another desalination plant •••

mN
You shall have unlimited funds for
your research, Doctor, after •••

CHOU

(breaking in; a note
of sarcasm in his tone)

••••after we liberate all of Asia.
Of cours·e.

Win regards Chou suspiciously as Chou looks off through
his binoculars.

23 EXT. OPEN SEA - FOG - (THROUGH BINOCULAR MATT) ,-NIGHT (STOCK~

SHOT - SHIP
with sailors visible.

24 BACK TO SCENE

CHOU
(to Win)

Fire torpedoes!

WIN
(into speaking tube)

Fire torpedoes!
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25 FLASH SHOTS OF:

1) TORPEDOES BEING FIRED - NIGHT

2) TORPEDOES STREAKING TOWARD THE SHIP - NIGHT

:3'> TORPEDOES EXPLODING AMIDSHIP - N..IGHT

4) SAILORS ABANDONING SHIP - NIGHT
diving into the sea.

Con~.

(STOCK)

(STOCK)

(STOCK)

(STOCK )
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25 Cont.

5) SAILORS SWIMMING IN '!'BE BURNING SEA - NIGHT

6) SHIP GOING DOWN IN DISTANCE - NIG:tlT
sailors s,¥imming toward CAMERA •.

Z6 . EXT. 'SUBMARINE BRIDGE-.NIGHT

SHOT - CHOU, WIN, ARMED SAILOR

\\1IN
•

(to the sailor)
Only those strong enough to endure
the swim from the ship to the submarine
are to survivel

'!heseilor ~alutes and exits.

CHOU
The survival of the fittest ••••

7

(STOCK)

(STOCK)

27 EXT. OPEN SEA - NIGHT (STOCK)
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SPOT - SWIMMERS
trying to swim through the burping oil toward the subm.arine
8S, behind them, their ship goes down.

FADE OUT

END OF PROLOGUE
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ACT ONE

28

FADE IN

EXT. MARINE INSTITUTE - DAY

ESTABLISHING
Seaview tied up to the dock.

(STOCK)
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29 INT. OBSERVATION NOSE - DAY

SHOT - NELSON, CRANE
working at the console as MORTON enters.

MORTON
Commander Sikes 1s here to see
you, Adm1rai.

NELSON
Send him in, Mister Morton.

MORTON
Yes, sir.

He exits.

CRANE
(starts out)

I'll leave you alone, Admiral •.••

NELSON
Stay, Lee --- Sikes is Naval Intelli
gence, whatever he has to say, will
probably concern you.

FRANK SIKES (a man in his young forties, wearing civilian
clothes, carrying an attache case) enters. Nelson greets
him warmly.

NELSON
Good to see you, Frank.

(a beat)
I notice they still aren't letting
you wear a unifcrmA

SIKES
Right, Harry. In Intelligence there
are no medals for a good job and ••••

Cont.
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29 Cont.

NELSON

(breaking in)
••••and if you goof it's better
to look like a civilian --- I
know, Frank.

(a beat; then
.introducing)

Commander Crane, Commander Sikes ••••

As they shake hands, Nelson goes on:

NELSON
What is it this time, Frank?
Espionage? Counterespionage?

SIKES
A ghost ship.

NELSON

(sarcastically)
A ghost ship --- come ort it, Frank.

SIKES

Actually, it's a ghost submarine.

CRANE
(to Nelson)

We've had requests f~om the Navy
to be on the lookout for an abandoned
submarine, remember Admiral?

NELSON
I know about the reports, but they
sound like sailors' tales to me.

SIKES
Why, Harry?

NELSON

Because I've never heard of anyone
abandoning a submarine without
reporting it abandoned.

(a beat)
Have there been any reports of a
missing sub'Z

SIKES

No, but there have been dozens of
reports of encounters with a pre
sumably abandoned sub, just before
the sighting vessel vanished.

Cont.

9
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29 Cont.l

CRANE
You mean, disappeared~

SIKES
Without a trace.

(a beat)
Several of the reports identify
the sub as one of ours, vintage
Korean War.

He removes a thick file from his attache case; passes it
to l'lelson.

SIKES
Here are complaints from friendly
nations whose ships have vanished
after encountering the sub.

CRANE

But if none of our subs is missing
it obviously isn't an American
submarine.

SIKES
But it is an American sub.

NELSON
How do you know~

SIKES
. Forty-eight hours ago, a British
merchant vessel radlc.ed the Admiralty
she had sigh~ed the sub and was
taking her in tow --- that was the
laf{t anyone has heara of the shlp ••••.

(removes photo from
attache case)

•••except for this wirephoto.

He passes it to Nelson.

NELSON

You're right, it is an American sub.

7270

30

He passes the picture to Crane who examines it and nods
in agreemen t.

ANOTHER ANGLE
SIKES

But until we know who's using it as
a raider, and whyw we'd rather not
admit that. We want you to inves
tigate for us, Harry, unofficially.

Coot.
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30 Cont.

BELSON
I understand --- it there's trouble,
we're civilians.

(a beat)
Lee, how soon can we get underwa:y?

CRANE

Six hours, Admiral.

NELSON
(to Sikes)

That give you enough time?

SIKES
My gear's already aboard.

He smiles, Nelson shakes his head in amusement and they
start out as we

DISSOLVE TO:
,

31 EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

FULL SHOT - S.S. MORGAN
running submerged.

32 INT. CONTROL ROOM - S.S. MORGAN

SHOT - CHOU
working at his aquarium, consulting Nelson's "MARINE
BIOLOGY". Win is at the chart table.

wm
One more ship and I suggest we
return to Pearl Bay, Doctor.

CHOU
(absorbed in his
work)

What?
(a beat)

I agree. That reminds me, I have
neglected our guests.

He metic~lously closes his books, sprinkles some tood
into the aquarium and exits, Win behind him.

7210

33 INT. TORPEDO ROOM - S.S. MORGAN

SHOT - ANGLING .PAST GUARD STATIONED AT BATCH COVER
ignoring the shouts and banging emanating trma below
deck. Chou and Win enter.

Cont.
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33 C onto

CHOU
(to Win)

Have they been disarmed?

~N

Disarmed and searched, Doctor.

CHOU
Good.

(to the guard}
Open the hatchl

The guard unbolts the hatch cover and Win lifts it as the
guard aims his burp gun into the black hold.

34 INT. SUBMARINE HOLD

DOWN
as the prisonersg packed tcge-:her like sardines in a can,
blink blindly up into the sudden light.

35 UP - FROM THE PRISONEHS~ PoOoV.
as Chou, a guard on each side of him, steps into view,
blocking off the light.

,
\ 36 DOWN - FROM CHOUYS P.O.V,

the prisoners all shcu~ing a~ on:e.

37 UP SHOT - FROM THE PR1S0NERSi PoO.V.

CHOU
Gentlemen; Gentlemen~

(& beht)
Pleaseg be silento ••

38 DOWN SHOT - FROM CHOU'S P.O.V.
as the prisoners all ialk at on=-E:~

PRISONERS
(ad-libbing~ in a
babblQ)

"Let us out of' here!"
"We demand •••"
"Murderer! "
" k hot' "••••sun~ our s _po

Captain Watson climbs up the ladder, takes a hard look
at Chou.
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39 UP SHOT - FROM HIS P.O.V. - CHOU
whose eyes meet his. Chou~s head bows a vague greeting,
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40 DOWN SHOT - FROM CHOU'S P.O.V.
as the Captain tUr.n8 back to face his men.

CAPTAIN
(loud; over the din)

Quiet, lads - QUIET!
(the men quiet)

I am Captain Adam Watson. As com
mander ot a British merchantman,
I demand the immediate release ot
my crew. Furthermore ••••

41 UP SHOT - FROM CAPTAIN'S P.O.V. - CHOU
vastly amused.

CHOU
Please, Captain, don't go on. Can
you imagine how ridiculous you
appear from my point of view?

42 DOWN SHOT - FROM CHOU'S P.O.V.
the Captain, momentarily speechless, his mouth agape.

43 UP SHOT - FROM CAPTAIN'S P.O.V - CHOU
as Chou's smile vanishes. He leans forward.

CHOU
(explodi::lg)

You demand?
(a beat)

Even begging won't help you:

44 DOWN SHOT - FROM CHOU'S P.O.V.
as the Captain recoils under the sting of his words. The
other prisoners murmur uneasily.

45 UP SHOT - FROM CAPTAIN'S P.O.V. - CHOU

CHOU
You are alive only because you are
superior swimmers. You will live
only to harvest the treasures of
Pearl Bay.

(a beat)
Escape is impossible. Disobedience
will not be tolerated. But, do not
despair, we are not barbarians. You
will be well treated, as long as YOU
are fit to work in the oyster beds.
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46 DOWN SHOT - FROM CHOU'S P.O.V.
the prisoners -are stunned. Captain Watson is terrif'iedll
but he musters the courage to speak:

CAPTAIN

Our families, our wives and children,
they will think us dead.

47 UP SHOT - FROM PRISONERS' P.O.V.

CHOU

As f'ar as they are concerned, you
are dead.

(a beat)
But the work you do at Pearl Bay
will benef'it all mankind. Is that
not compensation enough?

(then, benevolently)
Ah, but you must be hungry.

(to the guard)
Feed theml

And he is gone.

I\
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48 DOWN SHOT - THE CAPTAIN

CAPTAIN
(scrambltng up af'ter
him)

Wait •••!

The guard kicks the heavy hatch, narrowly missing the
Captain's fingers.

CAPTAIN
Wait! Come back!

After a long moment, Captain Watson turns back to f'ace
his men.

CAPTAIN

We'll get out of'this, lads, somehow •••.

But there is not much conviction in his voice.

SLOW DISSOLVE TO:
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49 EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

SHOT - SEAVIEW
running submerged.

50 INT. CONTROL ROOM

SHOT - NELSON. CRANE. SIKES. CURLEY
Crane'plQts a cour,se.as Nelson and Sikes study the
wir.ephoto.

CRANE
(handing Curley

,a slip of paper)
Here's the corrected heading.
Chief.

CURLEY

Aye, aye, Captain.

He takes the paper and goes to the Helmsman.

NELSON
(indicatiJ:1gon
wirephoto)

From the arrangement of her scope
and antennae array, we know she's
in the Gato class.

SIKES
(consulting "Jane's
Fighting Ships")

That narrows it down to thirty-two
possible submarines.

NELSON
(passing the
picture to Crane)

Any ideas, Lee?

CRANE
(studying the pi~ture)

There are no signs of missile
conversion, and she stil.l has
the old-style radar scanner.

NELSON
(ticking off on
his fingers)

That eliminates the Cod, Silversides,
Grouper! and Bluegill.

{to CurleYtbehind him}
Remember, Curley, they were converted
just before we were ,assigned to Korea?

Cont.

15
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50 Cont.

R1ghtl

May I

51 ANOTHER ANGLE

CURLEY
Admiral.
(holqs out his hand
to Crane for the
picture)
see that picturel Captain.

CRANE

7270

Surel Curley.

Curley reaches into his pocketl removes a spectacle
casel elaborately removes a pair of Ben Franklin reading
glassesl cleans them on a handkerchiefl adjusts the
glasses on his nosel then finally looks at the picture.

CURLEY
(without hesitation)

It's the S.S •.Morgan.

SIKES
(checking in trJane's")

The Morgan and all hands were
reported lost in the last days
of the.Korean War.

CURLEY
(removing his glasses
and reversing the entire
process of putting them
away)

The sub in this picture is the Morgan,
sir. I'm positive.

NELSON
How can you be surel Curley?

CURLEY
The direction finder loop is on
the starboard side.

CRANE
So?

CURLEY
Don't you rememberl Admiral? The
Morgan was berthed alongside us in
San Diego. They were shipping out •••?

NELSON
Go onl Curley •••

Cont.
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51 ·Cont.

CURLEY
The new direction finders were
issued that day. I helped install
it on the Morgan.

CRANE
(impatient)

So?

CURLEY
(embarrassed)

So, I goofed. The Morgan is the
only Gato Class sub in the fleet
with the direction loop on the
wrong side.

NELSON
(a wink to Crane)

Good work~ Curley.

52 SHOT - ANGLING PAST TRACKING BOARD
as Nelson, Sikes~ Crane move to it.

NELSON
We're approaching the area where
most of the sightings occurred.

CRANE
(indicating board)

I've indicated each sighting on
the tracking board.

Sikes and Nelson examine the dozens of miniature submarines
positioned on the tr.acking board.

SIKES
And each sighting represents a
ship that vanished?

CRANE
Right.

NELSON
When we reach the area~ we will switch
over ·to·our submarine hunt system --_ ...
we have an area approximately one
hundred miles square to search. It'll
take a couple of days~ but it our sub
is in these waters~ we'll find her.

Cont.
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52 Cont.

SIKES
And then ••••?

NELSON
Let's cross that bridge when we
get to it.

DI2SOLVE TO:

53 INT. SUBMARINE CONTROL ROOM - (S.S~ MORGAN). ,

SHOT - WIN
at radar~sonar scope, Chou at his aquarium.

wm
Doctor, cargo ship bearing two-oh
three degrees. Distance, nine miles.

CHOU
(moving to scope)

Good! That means I can return to
my work sooner than I hoped.

(a beat)
We will surface, and pait the trap.

wm
(to sailor)

Lights out! Prepare to surface!
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54 EXT •.UNDERWATER - DAY (STOCK)

,SHOT - S.S. MORGAN
moving up from the bottom.

DISSOLVE TO:

55 !NT. SUVIEW CONTROL ROOM

SHOT - NELSON, CRANE, SIKES
at tracking board, now marked off in spiral search
J>atterns.

NELSON
(to Sikes)

The submarine' hunt system is in
~omp1ete control of Seaview,
automatically guiding us along a
computerized search pattern.

Cont.
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55 Cont.

CRANE
(using chart to
Illustrate)

We are eontinuously sending out
horizon-to-horizon ultra-sonic
waves. ~ny obJeot in the path
of those waves shows up in the
system. Th~.computers caloulate
whether the.object is a whale~ a
school of sardines~ or a submarine.

SIKES
(impress.ed)

Quite a gadget •. But what if while
we're searching this part of the
ocean# the sub is over here ••••?

NELSON
It's about fifty ~les to the
horizon~ that means we can cover
about eight thousand square miles
at a time --- but if the sub is•••

(indicating)
••••here for example~ we'd missit.

CRANE
Butl only temporarily. We would
be mathematically certain to pick
it up at same time during the
hunt series.

SIKES
Then we're certain to locate it
same t.imeduring the next twenty-
four hours.

NELSON

It's just a,matter of wnere.

56 EXT. SUBMARINE BRIDGE - (S.S. MORGAN) - NIGHT
r •

SHOT - CHOU I WIN
as Chou looks off through binooulars'l Win climbs onto
the bridge.

WIN
(pleased)

Cargo's loaded aboard --- machine
tools, industrial diamonds, and
nuclear_reactor rods.

Cont.

19
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56 Cont.

CHOU

(brightening) ,
Good 1· Good 1

(a beat)
Now if only there are a few good
swimmers aboa.rd.

(into speaking
tube)

Fire torpedQesl

Both men watch as:

57 FLASH SHOTS:

1) TORPEDOES ARE FIRED - NIGHT (STOCK)..
2) THEY STREAK TOWARD THE SHIP - NIGHT (STOCK)

3) TORPEDOES EXPLODE IN THE SIDE OF THE SHIP - NIGHT (STOCK)

DISSOLVE TO:
/



S8 DfT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOK

SHOT - BELSON, CRANE, SIDS
at the plot table, going over computer reports.

CRANE

First and second searCh series
118gati ve, Ac1m:1ral.

BELSON
Is the computer progr8llDn1pgthe
next pattern?

CRANE

HELSON

Very well.

SONAR MAN

Unusual echo, Captain •••

Crene presses the earphones to his ear, listening.
CRANE

Metal contact •••

SIKES
(hopet'ully)

A submarine?

CRANE
More l1ke a dozen submarines.

(to Nelson)
What do you make o~ it, AdJdral.

Nelson listens to the sonar echo.

NELSON
(a low wh.1stle )

That 's a lot o£ metal.
(to Sonar Man)

Howdeep!'

SONAR MAN
(reads dials)

Six thousand ~eet.

NELSON
We'd better have a l.ook. Switch o~~
the hunt lI78tem and prepare the
diving bell. Lee.

Cont.'-

7270
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58 Con1;.

CRANE
A"1e, sire

mSSOLVE TO:

59 EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

FULL SHOT - DIVING BELL
as it is poised just beneath the sub.

60 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

SHOT - CRANE, HORTON, SIXES

HORTON
Present depth sixty feet. Diving
bell cle~, Captain.

CRANE

Very well, Mister Morton.
(into mike)

Admiral, you're cle ar 01' the sub.

(STOCK)

~
\.

61 INT. DIVlliG BELL

SHOT - NELSON, KOWALSKI

NELSON
(into mike)

Loweraway, Lee.
CRANE'S VOICE

(over)
Aye, lIir.•

62 EXT. U1tt>ERWATER - DAY

FULL SHOT - DIVI NG BELL
as it descends.

(STOCK)

7270

63 INT. DIVING BELL

SHOT ON NELSON
loaking out the porthole. Xowal8k1regulates a pressureTaln.

QUICK DISSOLVE TO:
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64 EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

FULL SHOT - DIVING BELL
going still deeper.

65 INT. DIVING BELL

SHOT - BELS ON
reading guage.

ltOWALSKI

(into mike)
Depth .ti.tty-eight hundred 1"eet.

NELSON
(looking out)

Weshould be able to see something
in a second or two.

(a beat)

Nelson cranes at the porthole.
66 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

FULL SHOT
as we hear Nelson's voice over the speaker:

NELSON'S :VOICE
(over)

Another twenty !"eet or so•••
SONAR MAN

Captain, we got company--submarine
closing !"ast bearing oh-one-five
degrees.

CRANE
(concerned)

Arq subs supposed to be in this area,
Mister Morton'

MORTON

Negative, Captain.
CRANE

(to Sikes)
That means we've .round your Bubl

SIKES
Or they'vef~d us.

Cont.

23

(STOCK)
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66 Cont.

CRANE
At the worst possible time.

(to Sonar Man)
What's her distance?

SONAR MAN
Thiriiy milesl

67 INT. DIVmG BELL

SHOT - NELSON, KOWALSKI
straining to get a view trom the porthole.

NELSON
Hold it, Lee.

CRANE'S VOICE
There's no t~me, Admiral.-

NELSON

Hold it t looks out)
There •••

EXT. UNDERlrJATER - DAY

SHOT - THROUGH PORTHOLE - WRECKAGE OF SHIPS
littering the bottom.

69 INT. DIVING BELL

SHOT - NELSON, KOWALSKI
reacting to what they see.

NELSON
(into mike)

We've found a half dozen of those
missing ships, Lee. Bring me up
as fast as you can.

CRANE'S VOICE
(over)

Yes, sir.

ItOWALSKI
(calculat~ngJ concerned)

It'll take at least ten mdnutes,
Admiral.

Cont.
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69 Cont.

70

NELSON
I know. Anduntil we're back aboard,
Seaview can't maneuver. She's a
si tting duck.

EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

SHOT - DIVING BELL
being slowly raised.

71 EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

SHOT - S. S. MORGAN
running submerged.

(STOCK)

7270

72 INT. SU~RINE CONTROL ROOM (S. S. SCOTT)

SHOT - WIN
his eye pressed into the periscope. Chouis working at
h1.s aquarium.

73 INT • SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

SHOT - CRANE, S!KES
sweating it out.

SONAR MAN
Sub, E!2 milesl Closingl

SIKES
Canwe get h1.maboard in time?

CRANE
Not a chance•••.

74 INT. SUBMARINE CONTROL ROOM - (S. S. SCOTT)

SHOT - WIN
looking through. the periscope, brightening as he sees:-

WIN
Doctorl It's Seaview!

Choumovesquickly to the periscope, looks thrcugh it.
CHOU

FoolsI Whydid they have to meddle?
Prepare tD !'ire torpedoesl



79

{
I.

'"

INSERT - UNDERWATER SHOT - SEAVIEW WITH DIVING BELL 

THRaJ'GH PERISCOPE MATT

the diving bell is still about eighty feet beneath
Seaview.

76 INT. DIVI NG BELL

SHOT - NELSON. KOWALSKI
they see the Morgan through the diving bell porthole.

NELSON

(concerned; into mike)
Lee. it's the Morgan. Cut us loose
so you can maneuver.

(there is a long
moment of silence)

Lee, that's an order'

77 INT. SEAVIEVI CONTROL ROOM

SHOT - CRANE, SIKES
Crane ignores Nelson's order.

HOOTON
(watching dials )

Fi£ty more £eet. Captain.

NELSON'S VOICE
(over)

Save Seaview, cast me loose!

MORTON
Forty feet •••

78 INT. SUBMARINE CONTROL ROOM - (S. S. MORGAN)

SHOT •• CHOU
at periscope.

CHOU
Fire and runl

\
EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

SHOT - S. S. MORGAN
!'1ring !'orward torpedoes.

60 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

SHOT'

26
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SONAR MAN

Torpedoes approaching amidships,
Captain.

Cont.
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80 Cont.

CRANE
Hard port rudder --- f'ull dive on the
planes.

(into mike)
Engine room --- all ahead full.

HORTON

The diving bell, Captain •••

81 INT. DIVING BELL

SHOT
as the bell is jolted into a horizontal position, Nelson
braces himself. There is a jolt and the SOUND of the
cable breakinge

82 INT. SEAVIEI:l COlfllROL ROOM

SHOT
as the sub lurches.

MORTON

The diving bell's broken loose,
Captain.

All react.

83 INT. DIVING BELL

SHOT
as the bell tumbles top-over-bottom toward the bottom
of the sea.

84 EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

SHOT - TORPEDOES
speeding toward CAMERA.

END OF ACT ONE

FADE OUT

(STOCK)
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ACT TWO

FADE IN

85 !NT. DIVING BELL

SHOT - NELSON, KOWALSKI
tumbling as the bell falls toward the bott~m of the sea.

86 EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

SHOT - TORPEDOES
speeding toward CAMERA, the whir of their propellers
loud.

(STOCK)
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87 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

SHOT
all tense, the SOUND of the propellers growing louder.

CRANE
(into mike)

Engine room --- more speed!

VOICE OVER
We're full open now.

SONAR MAN
Torpedoes thirty yards.

All wait for the impact as the whir of the torpedoes
grow louder.

SONAR MAN
Ten yards ....Five yards .....

The wh~rring SOUND passes behind the submarine. There is
a moment of relief, then:

SIKES
. (to Crane)

What about the diving bell?

CRANE
(concer.ned; to
Sonar Man.)

Depth to bottom?

SONAR MAN
Six thousand feet ..•.•

Cant.
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87 Cont.

CRANE
They don It have a chance .

. MORTON
There must be something we can do •..•

.CRANE
(he shakes his head
sadly; then.resolute)

There is. We can return the attack.

88 INT. DF'l.!'lG BELL

SHOT - :.~LSON, KOWALSKI

NELSON
(thinking fast)

Our depth, Kowalski?

KOWALSKI
One hundred twenty feet ••••

NELSON
Use your scuba ••..

As.K~walski slips a.scuba mouthpiece into his mouth,
Nelson opens a -valve',flooding the bell.

NELSON
If we can flood the bell and
eqpalize the pressure maybe we
can open the hatch .•••

As the divipg bell fills with water, Nelson puts his
,scuba mouthpiece'into his mouth. He begins to unlock
the hatch.

89 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

FULL SHOT
Crane; at the periscope, zeros in on the sub.

CRANE
She's running --- bearing two-seven
three, speed twenty knots.

Captain d SIKES, on', t!
CRANE

W~ are justified in returning the
attack?

Cont.
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S:Q{ES
I know how you feel, but our mission
is to find out whols using the Morgan
and why, not to sink her.

CRANE
(hiS eyes narrow; he
turns away from Sikes)

Prepare to fire torpedoes!

30

Ii,

90 EXT. DIVING BELL - UNDERWATER

SHar - THROUGH THE PORT
as Nelson and Kowalski swim up out of the bell.

91 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

FULL SHOT

CRANE
(to Morton)

Port, two degrees.

MORTON
Aye, sir.

SIKES
Crane, we have a mission to fulfill!

. CRANE
(ignoring him)

Range, zero, zero, zero ....ready ...

MORTON
(sees something on
the TV)

Captain, hold your fire. They're
free of the 6.iving bell. The
concussion will kill them!

92 ANOTHER SHOT
as Crane rushes to the TV set and sees Nelson and
Kowalski swimming up toward the Seaview.

7270

CRAN?(brightening)
All stop, Mister Morton.
get some divers out there
them.

(to sonar)
Where's the Morgan.

Curley,
to help•

Cont.
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92 Cont.

Crane

SONAR MAN

Still runnipg, Captain.
t '

and Sikes exchange looks, then both men smile.

{\.

'-.-
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SIKES
We'll have anothe~ chance at her,
Captain.

Crane nods grimly.

SLOW DLSSOLVE TO:

93 INT. TORPEDO ROOM

SaCT - CRANE, SIKES,. CURLEY J DOCTOR
as;Cur~ey opens a valve on the escape hatch and we HEAR
a decompression hiss.'

CURLEY
Pressure neut~alized, Captain.

CRANE
Okay, Cur~ey, open her up.

As Curley opens the escape hatch, Nelson, Kowalski and
a pair of divers emerge. Crane and Sikes rush to Nelson
and shake hapds. CUrley greets Kowaxski.

CRANE
Admiral'•.••

NELSON
We're all right, Lee. We were
lucky.we were close enough not to
have pressure problems.

DOCTOR

(handin~ hima to\~el)
I'd better check you anyway, Admiral.

NELSON
(to the doctor)

Check Kowalsk1f1rst, Doc.

DOCTOR
Right.

NEI80N
(to Crane, drying
himself)

The Morgan's probably returning to
her base ---- track her. Stay well
out of range of her sonar, but don't
lose her.

Cont.
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94 STOCK !'ROM "CRASH DIVE" - UNDERWATER

SHOTS
01' the S.S. Morgan tailing away, passing through a
dense mine field, approach:1.ngthe submarine nets.

95 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

FULL SHOT - NELSON, CRANE, SIKES
Nelson, a towel around his neck" watches the position
indicator scope.

NELSON
She's just passed through a mine
field and is entering a channel --
aren't we aw:rully close to their
territorial waters, Lee?

CRANE
Right on the boundar·y line, Admiral.

SIKES
I suggest we don't cross the line,
Harry. Let's no t create an inter
national incident, not yet.

NELSON
We don't have to. We can see all we
need to from right where we a:-e.

CRANE
(i.ntom:l.ke)

Engi.ne room --- all stop:

STOCK FROM nCRASH DIVE"

SHOTS
as the net ship opens the nets, the sub passes through,
and the nets close.

97 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

FULL SHOT

NELSON
She's well inside!the bay. Let's
take a look, Lee.

CRANE
Take her up to ninety :feet, Mister
Morton.

Cont.
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97 Cont.

MORTON
Blow aft tanks for ten seconds.

CURLEY
Aye, sir.

-98 ElT. UNDERWATER - (TO MATCH "CRASH DIVE" STOCK)

FULL SHOT - SEAVIEW
as ballast is blown and Seaview moves upward •.

99 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

FULL SHOT

MORrON
Periscope depth, Captain.

NELSON

7270

100

101

Up scope!

CUrley presses the lirt button and Nelson focuses
the scope.

WHAT HE SEES
t

STOCK FROM "CRASH DIVErt AND "FROGMEN" (THROUGH PERISCOPE
MATT)
of the elaborate installation at Pearl Bay, including
the submarine pens.

BACK TO SCENE

NELSON
Well, Frank, we've found your ghost
sub and her ~ase --- have a look.

SIKES
(exchanging places
wi th Nelson at the
periscope)

Quite~an operation.

He turns the periscope over to Crane.

CRANE
But why? WbAtis it for?

SIKES
That's what we're here to find out.

Cont.
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SIKES (Cont.)
(a beat)

1"11 radio Washington and see if
Intelligence has anything on this
pla.ce.

NELSON
Unofficially, of course.

SIKES
Of course.

CRANE
I'll take you to the Radio Shack.

They exit as Nelson looks after them.

102 STOCK FROM "CRASH DIVE"

35
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SHOT - S.S. MORGANAT DOCK - NIGH!'
being unloaded.

103 EXT. ROCKY BOAT DOCK .:. NIGHT

SHOT - FROM HIGH
as the prisoners are herded off the submarine by Chou's

.guards and lined up along the dock. The men are docile
and bowed. Only Captain Watson is really alert, his
eyes seeking an avenue of escape.

CAPTAIN
(whispering to the
men next to him)

Keep an eye open for a way out of
this bloomin' place~

The prisoner nods, dully.

104 EXT. CHOU'S BALCONY - NIGHI'

SHOT - CHOU, WIN
looking down as the prisoners are unloaded.

WIN
We will have no trouble with this
lot, their spirits are already
broken.

CHOU
Perhaps, but keep them in small
groups, no more than five to a cave.
In that way, even if there is trouble,
it is easy to handle.

Cont.
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104 Cont.
WIN

Yes, Doctor.
(a beat)

Now, if you will excuse me, I shall
make my report to the Chairman. He
will be delighted to hear of our
success.

CHOU

Perhaps he will permit me the luxury
of a few months umnterrupted work.

(a beat)
You know, I am almost glad that Seaview
escaped our torpedoes.

WIN

CHOU

Because Admiral Nelson is probably
the most brilliant marine biologist
in the world today and I look for
ward to meeting him.

He looks out across the dark bay.

WIN
Do you think Seaview followed us, Doctor?

CHOU
(darkly)

I have a premonition that she is some
where out there in the darkness and
that Nelson and I are predestined to
meet.

~N
An attack on Pearl Bay would mean war!

CHOU

Perhaps, that would depend on the
Cha.riman's mood at the time of the
attack. But, I am certain that Nelson
and I will meet, face to fac~, and
one of us will destroy the other.

(a beat; then a
change of mood)

I sound more like a fortune teller
than a scientist.

(he laughs)
Nevertheless, be especially vigilant.

He looks back out across the bay, Win follows his look.

DISSOLVE TO:
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105 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

SHOT - NELSON, CRANE
studying a hydrographic chart.

NELSON
Here lt ls --- Pearl Bay.

(lnd1cates; studles for
a moment; then, impressed)

A fortres~l The bay's protected
by sheer rock cllffs a hundred feet
hlgh.

CRANE
And the channel's only two hundred
feet across.

NELSON
Filled with mines and an anti-submarine
net.

(a beat)
Radar antennae here, hera, and here.o ••

CRANE
We must assume that they have sonar
sounders in the channel.

SIKES
(entering, wlth
teletype reports)

I have the intelligence reports.
(he scans them)

"Pearl Bay operated by
Doctor Chou Li Wo •••"

NELSON
(interested)

The marine biologist?

SIKES

(readin§)It must be •••• It is rumored that
Doctor Wo has developed a giant oyster
from which he harvests a pearl yield
in excess of one billion dollars
annually." Whew!

NELSON
Chou Li Wo is a brilliant scientist.
But how does this tie in w1th the
Morgan?

Cont.
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105 Cont.

CRANE

( shrugs)
I don't know. But a billion
dollars from pearls, a few million
from piracy --- it all adds up,
Admiral.

SIKES
It could add up to "enough to be
financing that nasty little war
in South East Asia.

(a beat)
Can you put me ashorej for a look-see,
Harry?

NELSON
I think we'd all like a look-see.
I'd like to know why a brilliant
scientist like Chou Li Wo is mixed
up in something like this.

SIKES
Good. I suggest Seaview stay back
out of their territorial waters.

CRANE
We can go in by boat.

Sikes lifts his attache case onto the plot table.

SIKES
I just happened to bring along a
couple of new gimmicks that m1ght
come in handy on this kind of job.

(he opens the case;
displaying:)

A laser lock pickj napalm packets,
ultra-violet signal lights concealed
in a button, a ring radio transmitter
••••help yourselves.

Crane picks up a ring radio transmitter, examines it and
slips it on his finger.

CRANE
(impressed)

The transmitter must be the size
of a match head.

SIKES
Smaller.

Cont.
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105 Cont.l

NELSON
(picking up a small vial
containing a needle)

What's this?

106 ANGLING PAST VIAL
showing needle inside.

SIKES
Carefulg Harry, if that needle
penetrates your sking however
slightly, you're dead.

(a beat)
We'd better each carry one.

Nelson and Crane watch as Sikes conceals the vial.

SIKES
If the time should come to use
It, you wIll know it.

Nelson and Crane exchange glancesg each of them looks at
his vial as we

DISSOLVE TO:

107 EXT. UNDERWATER • NIGHT

FULL SHOT - SEAVIEW
a,tperiscope depth, moving slowly ahead.

108 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

FULL SHOT
Sikes checks his pistoli) Crane is at the periscopeg
Nelson at the tracking board - all are wearIng "CRASH DIVEn
commando outfits.

109 STOCK SHOT FROM "CRASH DIVEn • NIGHT ,. (PERISCOPE MATT)
panning the base.

110 INT. CONTROL ROOM

FULL SHOT

NELSON
W~'re well withIn range of theIr
sonar and radar.

7270

There
We're

CRANE

(at perisoope)
are obstructIons all around us.
in their blind spot, Admiral.

Cont.
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NELSON
We hope ••••

CRANE
It we don't get blown out 01' the
vater in the next twenty seconds.
we're all right.

111 EXT. UNDERWATER - NIGHT

FULL SHOT - SEAVIEW

moving up toward the surface.

CRANE
(into mike)

Engine room --- all stopl

Quickly they move to the ladder.

CRANE

Stand by to surfacep Mister Morton.

MORTON
Ayep sir.

40

112 CLOSE SHOT - NELSON, CRANE,I SIKES
tense. as they smile at each other uncomfortably.

MORTON
Surface, Captain.

CRANE
(0.8. above)

Get that hatch openl

QUICK DISSOLVE TO:

"

7270·

113 STOCK SHOT FROM "CRASH DIVE" - NIGHT
as a raft is inflated on deck of the sub and the men
climb aboard.

11.4 EXT. WATER - NIGHT - BACKING

TIGHT SHOT
01' the men arranging themselves to match stock footage
.from "CRASH DIVE".

CRANE

(to Curley)
Cast 01'1', Chler.

CURLEY

Aye, slr.
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115 INT. SEAVIEW CONTROL ROOM

SHOT - MORTON
into microphone:

MORTON
Take her down --- Flood main
ballast tor ten seconds.

We hear the sound ot water flooding into the tanks.

116 STOCK SHOTS FROM "CRASH DIVE" - NIGHT
as the men paddle the raft silently through the water.

117 EXT. WATER - NIGHT - BACKING

SHOT

NELSON
(watching the shore;
concerned)

Hug the shoreline and keep out
of range of radar.

(
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118

119

CRANE
Yes. sir. We'll be at the net in
a couple of minutes, Admiral.

Nelson raises his binoculars to his eyes.

STOCK SHOT FROM "CRASH DIVE" - NIGHT
as the men paddle.

EXT. WATER - NIGHT - BACKIN~

TIGHT SHOT
Nelson sees something ahead:

NELSON
(discouraged)

We can't pass over the net, 'Lee.

He passes the glasses to Crane who looks and sees:

CRANE
High voltage!

He lowers the glasses from his eyes.

SIKES
Doesn't exactly make you feel
welcome, does it, Harry?

Nelson smiles. The rubber boat moves out of \he shot and
CAMERA WHIP ZOOMS ONTO
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120 EXT. ROCKY HILLTOP - NIGHT

CLOSE SHOT - GUARD
his binooulars trained on tne rubber boat. He p1cka up
a walkie-talkie:

121 INT. CHOU'S LAB - NIGHT
(A large room, leading to a balcony, conta1n1ng many
aquariums, microscopes, chemical bottles and test tubes.
At one end of the room is a commun1cations center w1tn
radio, TV, radar-sonar gear, etc. There 1s also a desk
an wh1ch we see a bal~ce and other necess1t1es of pearl
appraising.

SHOT - CHOU
a jeweler's loup in his eye, examining a pearl. Win, a.t
his sid~ 1s so~t1ng and grad1ng a desk-top full of gleam1ng
pearls.

CHOU
(purr1ng)

Perfect --- flawless, such luster ••••
(he puts it on the scale
as a buzzer sounds; he
p1cks up the phone)

What 1s it?
(a beat)

I see •••• yes •••••••
(he hangs,up;
to W1n)

A boatful of snoopers at the west
end of the net.

(a beat)
Attend to them in the usual way!

WIN
Yes, Doctor.

Chou goes to hts window and looks out.

122 STOCK SHOT FROM "CRASH DIVE" - NIGHT
the rubber boat underway.

123 EXT. WATER - BACKING - NIGHT

TIGHT SHOT

CRANE
We m1ght try land1ng there, Adm1ral.

NELSON
The cliffs are too steep.

Cont.
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123 Cont.

SIKES
Do you smell gasoline. Harry?

Nelson sniffs, sticks a finger in the vater and tastes it.

BELSON
The sea is filled with gasoline.

CRANE

(to the rowers)
Let's get out of here, fast.

The men start paddling.

124 EXT. BALCONY - NIGHT

SHOT - CHOU
looks out over the sea, sniffs the air, smiles:

CHOU

125

A-125
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Ignite itl

INSERTS - START OF FIRE

STOCK SHOTS FROM "CRASH DIVE" - NIGHT
as the men paddle as rast as they can and the sea suddenly
bursts into flames, enveloping the boat in tlames.

FADEOUT

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

FADE IN

126 EXT. WATER - NIGHT (IPROCESS)

SHOT - BOAT
as the flames become unbearable.

NELSON
Everybody into the water. Swim
for the sub.

The men go over the side, Sikes, Crane, and Nelson last.

SIKES
(to Nelson, before
he goes overboard)

Your Doctor's a fiend.

127 EXT. BALCONY - NIGHT

SHOT - CHOU
the flames reflected on his expressionless face.

\
128 STOCK SHOTS FROM "CRASH DIVE" - NIGHT

J

as they swim through the flaming sea. One man is complete
ly enveloped in flames. Others swim underwater toward
the submarine as we -

DISSOLVE TO:

129 EXT. SDB DECK
flames in the
plate) as the
and' sailorsJ•
hatch below.

- NIGHT (PROCESS)
distance (use "CRASH DIVE" footage for
men are pulled out of the water by Morton
The exhausted men are led thr~ugh the deck
Crane and Nelson are last aboard.

NELSON

7270

(weary)
Is everyone aboard, Mister Morton?

MORTON
Everyone but Commander Sikes, sir.

Instinctively, Nelson starts back after Sikes. Crane
grabs him.

CRANE
You can't help him, Admiral. Look!

,

Both men look off.
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130 WHAT THEY SEB

STOCK SHOT FROM "CRASH DIVE" - NIGHT
~he sea a raging inferno.

131 BACK 'TO SCENE

Nelson tries to break free of Crane's grip.

NEISON

I've got to try. Let me gol
(Crane tightens his

, grip; Nelson struggles)
Le t !!!! S,2,l

132 CLOSE SHOT - NELSON
the flames grotesque on his face as he realizes that
there is nothing he can do. The fight drains out of him.

NELSON
Thanks, Lee.

133 FULL SHOT'
as Nelson turns and goes down into the hatch.

CRANE
(to Morton)

Take her down, Chip.

MORTON
Yes, sir.

They exit into the submarine~ Nelson taking one ~ast look
back at the flaming sea.

DISSOLVE TO:

134 INT. OBSERVATION NOSE (PROCESS)
we see an underwater mine field on the plate.

SHOT - NELSON
looking out at the mine field. His expression is grim.
Crane enters.

CRANE

(seeing Nelson's mood)
Admira: ••••

NELSON
(not turning around)

I'm going in there, Lee.

Cont.
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134 Cant.

CRANE

(feeling his way)
All right, Admiral. We'll both go.

NELSON
(grimly)

Not to complete the mission, I'm
going to kill Chou Li WOe
. (erupting)
What kind of a scientist is it who
kills?

(suddenly he realizes
what he has said; he
pulls himself together)

List~n to me. I'm as bad as he is.

CRANE
Admiral ••••

NELSON
yes,Lee ••••

CRANE
(going slow)

I've been thinking, you and Chou have
a·great deal in common, I mean you're
both famous scientists, you know each
other's work --- I think you snould
meet each other, as scientists, of course •••

NELSON
(studying Orane)

Go on, Lee -- what's the rest of it.

CRANE
(now glibly)

Get yourgelf invited to visit Pearl
Bay, I'll tag along ••••

NELSON
(breaking in)

Uninvited ••••

CRANE
And, unseen. I'll find out what's
going on in there and plant a few
packages around those gasoline drums
and that's that.

Cont.
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134 Cont.l

NELSON
Not bad. We find out what Intelligence
wants to know and, once we're safe at
sea, Pearl Bay just happens to blow up.

CRANE
(holds up radio-detonator)

Whenever we want to by radio control.

NELSON
(thinks a moment)

What we civilians do is our own
business, Lee. Wefll need an excuse
to:get in, that he'll buy.

CRANE
And one other thing, Admiral.

NELSON
What's that, Lee?

CRANE

You have to find a way to guarantee
he'll let you out again.

The two men hold each other's look as we -

SLOWLY DISSOLVE TO:

135 EXT. BAY - NIGHT

SHOT - MOTORIZED RUBBER BOAT
as Nelson speeds across the dark bay.

136 EXT. UNDERWATER- NIGHT

SHOT - CRANE
wearing Scuba and carrying a pack, hitching a ride
beneath the boat.

137 EXT. BAY - NIGHT

SHOT - CLOSE ON NELSON - THROUGHBINOCULAR MATTE

138 EXT. BALCONY - NIGHT

SHOT - CHOU
as he watches Nelson through the binoculars.

Cont.
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Win enteI's.

WIN
All pI'epaI'ationsaI'emade, Doctor.

48

This

CHOU

(daI'klYi as he 10weI'S the
binoculars from his eyes)

meeting was predestined long ago.

7270

WIN

tsaI'castically)
That is why you let him twist you
around his finger with flattery. Why
you pledged him safe-conduct while he
pretends to admire your precious
oysters --- he's a spyl Are you so
blinded by his honeyed words you don't
see that.

CHOU •

I see only what achievements are
within my grasp with Nelson as my
co-worker, with Seaview at my disposal.
Together we could unravel the mysteries
of the sea.

WIN
Nelson is no fool. It will not be
easy to persuade him.

CHOU

My achievements will persuade him.
He too is a man of science •. He will
realize what we will be able to achieve
together.

(a beat; then,
sinister)

And if I cannot persuade him that
way, there are other ways.

WIN

(skeptically)
Shall we welcome your visitor, Doctor.

They exit.

139 EXT. BAY - NIGHT

SHOT - NELSON
turning his boat in toward shore.
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140 EXT. UNDERWATER - NIGHT

SHOT - CRANE

holding on beneath the boat.

141 EXT. DOCK - 'I IGHT

SHOT - CHOU, WIN, GUARDS
as Nelson pulls alongside the dock.

CHOU
Admiral Nelson, I am honored ••••

(he bows; extends his
hand to Nelson)

Never have I been privileged to
welcome such a distinguished scientist
to Pearl Bay.

Then ignoring Nelson, he nods to a guard w~o starts turning
over Nelson's boat.

NELSON

(concerned; trying
to stop him)

What are you doing?

Nelson is seized by a pair of guards as the boat is
flipped over.

142 INSERT - CAPSIZED BOAT
There is no sign of Crane.

14.3 BACK TO SCENE
as Nelson reacts.

CHOU
(alert for Nelson's
reactions)

Do not be alarmed, Admiral. My
security pollceare sometimes too
zealous.- I have arranged •••

. (a beat)
Come, you have much to see.

He ushers Nelson out as Win looks after them.

WIN
(to a guard)

Search everywheret Watch all beachesl

The guard salutes and exits.

DISSOLVE TO:
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144 INT. CHOU'S LAB - NIGHT

SHOT - CHOU, NELSON
as Chou proudly shows Nelson his lab.

CHOU

•••and so after many years of
experiments I discovered that
instead of cultivating pearls
by implanting the traditional
grain of sand within the oyster,
certain hormones would not only
vastly increase the size of the
oyster, but the number of pearls
per oyster as well •.

Nelsp~ sees, for the first time, one of Chou's oyster
s~ells --- about twelve feet in diameter.

NELSON
(impressed)

Incredible, and you say you don't
kill the oyster when you harvest
the pearls?

CHOU
That is the wonderful part. The
oysters become more and more pro
ficient at manufacturing pearls.

(a beat; switching
on TV set on which
we see underwater

\
oyster bed)

This is one of my experimental
beds. There you see the feeding.

145 INSERT - TV PICTURE OF OYSTER BED
as divers work among the giant oysters, a guard with a
spear gun watching them.

146 BACK TO SCENE

CHOU

Their diet is scientifically
regulated.

He switches channels.

147 INSERT - TV PICTURE OF ANOTHER OYSTER BED
as a diver places food into the mouth of a giant oyster,
snatching his hand out just as the shell snaps shut.

CHOU,lS VOICE
Working among creatUres of such
size and strength, of course,
has its dangers.



148 BACK TO SCENE

NELSON
That man is an excellent swimmer.

CHOU

Our divers are required to pass
a difficult test before they are
chosen for the pearl beds.

(regretfully) .
Even so we lose an average of
t~ree divers a week.

NELSON
(with an edge)

Slaves must be cheap in the
People's Paradise.

CHOU
(locking looks
with Nelson)

You're mistaken, Admiral. We
do not use our own people in
the oyster beds.

NELSON
Don't tell me they volunteer
for such work.

CHOU
I shall tell you the truth~ as
one man of science to another.
You must also be wondering a~out
the S. S. Morgan?

NELSONI am.

CHOU

The Morgan was captured r~ght
after the Korean Armistice. Her
Captain was naive enough to think
the war between our countries was
actually over.

NELSON
(angered)

If he believed that, he must have
been naive. What happened to him
and his men?

Cont.
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CHOU
(matter-of-factly)

Who lmows? It was long ago. When
Pearl Bay became my responsibility,
I was confronted with the lack ot
two necessities, money and divers.

(a beat)
The Morgan solved both my problems.
Without it, I could not have
achieved a third of what I have.

NELSON

(stinging)
Compared to the suffering you have
caused, you have achieved nothing.

CHOU
(smarting)

EnoughJ You will have the rest of
your life to reevaluate my achieve
ments. You will stay on here at
Pearl Bay as my assistant.

NELSON
(laughs)

You're mad --- do you think any
thing in the world could force me
to help you?

CHOU
You already have helped, more than
you mi~t imagine.

(a beat)
I got the idea for impregnating
hormones in the oyster from a paper
you publiShed many years ago. In
a way, everything I have done, I
have done because of you. You are
responsible for the miracles of
Pearl Bay.

NELSON

(a long beat)
Then it is my responsibility to put
an end to these horrors. You've
miscalculated, Chou. Before I left
Seaview, I locked two Regulis mis
siles onto Pearl Bay as a target.
only I can deactivate them. Unless
I do so within the hour, Pearl Bay
will be reduced to ashes.

Cont.
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148 Cont.l

CHOU
(measuring Nelson)

You would kill me, I know that.
But you would not kill the
prisoners, Nelson.

NELSON
I did not know about the prisoners
until a few minutes ago.

Chou and Nelson are locked together for a long beat,
then~ with a slight bow, Chou forces a smile:

CHOU
I underestimated you, Admiral.

(a beat)
You are free to go.

Chou nods to the guards who lead Nelson out. Chou
watches as he goes. CAMERA ZOOMS IN FOR BIG HEAD
CLOSEUP OF CHOU, his eyes narrowing dangerously as we:

DISSOLVE TO:

149 EXT. ROCKS - NIGHT

SHOT - CRANE
moving stealthily along, stops, looks around the edge
of the rock.

150 WHAT HE SEES

INSERT - GAS DRUMS - NIGHT (STOCK FROM ltCRASHDIVE It)

151 BACK TO SCENE
as he 'starts out of the shot, running.

152 SHOT FROM "CRASH DIVE It - NIGHT
of qrane running between the gas drums.

153 EXT. GAS DRUM - NIGHT

CLOSE ON CRANE
as he removes explosives from his belt and attaches
them to the side ot the drum, the antenna wire trailing
out of the radio-detonator.

154 EXT. WATER - NIGHT

SHOT - NELSON
in rubber boat, speeding toward Seaview.
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155 EXT. ROCKS - HIGHT

SHOT - CRANE

as Crane moves up the rocks, sees a guard, waits ror
hlm to pass, scrambles along the rocks to the entrance
of a cave. He stealthily tries the barred gate at the
entrance, finds it locked. He b~s the lock open with
the ~aser lock pick.

156 INT. CAVE - NIGHT

SHOT
as Crane slowly opens the gate and, gun drawn, enters.
He quickly moves to the nearest bunk and gently shakes
the occupant to awaken him'.

157 BIG HEAD CLOSEUP - CAPTAIN WATSON
wide-awake as Crane shakes him. Watson is already awake
and terrified. Suddenly the lights go on.

158 FULL SHOT
revea~ng Crane completely surrounded by guards, their
burp guns leveled at h1ln. Chou steps out of the shadows
as Crane whirls around, his gun moving from guard to
guard. He is completely at bay as we:

FADE OUT

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

FADE IN

159 INT. CAVE - NIGHT

FULL SHOT
as Crane realizes the situation is hopeless, he drops his
gun and raises his hands. We" see the poison vial in his
hand.

CHOU
(triumphant)

I knew Nelson had a reason for
coming to Pearl Bay. I also knew
I would not discover it until he
was safely back aboard Seaview.

(a beat)
You know what happens to spies'

Crane does not answer, instead his hand tightens on the
glass vial. Chou notices this:

CHOU
(to a guard)

Quickl He will kill himse1fl

Guards seize Crane and wrestle his hand open. The vial
breaks in the struggle and the needle pierces the hand of
a guard. The guard stares at his hand in utter disbelief
and falls over dead. Chou smiles.

CHOU .

Very effective -- but quite
unnecessary. I 'Wouldn't dream
of killing as good a swimmer as
you.

(a beat)·
What 1s your name?

CRANE
Crane.

Ahhhh,

I have
thinks

CHOU
Captain Crane.
(a beat)
heard that Admiral Nelson
very highly of you •••

We can see the wheels turning as he turns to exit; to Win:

CHOU
Put him to work 1n the oyster beds.

7270
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160 !NT. SEAVIEW RADIO SHACK

SHOT - NELSON, SPARKS, MORTON
as Sparks tunes the raceiver and we HEAR the SOUND of an
open channel.

SPARKS .
Captain Crane's transmitter is
still sending out a signal, but
so tar he hasn't tried to send a
message.

NELSON
(trustrated)

And we can't make a move until we
find out what's happened to himl

. MORTON
Why haven't we •••?

NELSON
(fearing the worst)

I don't know.

He puts on a pair of earphones and continues his vigil.

161 EXT. BOULDERS AT WATER'S EDGE - DAY

SHOT - CRANE'S RING TRANSMITTER, FILLING THE SCREEN,
CAMERA ZOOMS BACK to reveal Crane· ana others getting into
their wet suits (to match wet suits in "FROGMEN".)
Captain Wats~n is beside Crane. Guards watch as the
divers get into their gear.

Captain Watson maneuvers himself beside Crane.

CAPTAIN
(turtively)

I'm Watson, Captain of the Scott •••

CRANE

(brightening .•
whispering)

We got your wire-photo.

CAPTAIN
Worse luck.

CRANE
We have a chance -- Seaview is.
-just beyond the channel.

As a guard passes, they work into their wet suits~ pre
tending to ignore each other. Then:

Cont.
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161 Cont.

CAPTAIN
There1s no wa~ thrQugh the net.

CRANE
I have insulated cutters hidden.

CAPTAIN
Wait until the night shift. I
will pass the word.

Crane nods.

WIN'S VOICE
Captain Cranel

ANOTHER ANGLE - REVEALING WIN
approaching.

WIN
It is useless to try to persuade
these wretches to escape. They
already know t~e punishment for
such an attempt.

(removes the lid
of a large tank)

Electric eels, Captain. Their
shock is not fatal, but severe.
For minor infractions of the
rules, a rew minutes in the tank.

4ttempted escape i~ punishable by
twenty-four hours with these
fascinating creatures.

He looks into the tank.

163 INSERT - TANK OF EELS

164 BACK TO SCENE

WIN
(to a guard)

All right, get them below.

The guard herds the men toward the water.

Crane adjusts his face mask, holding his ring to his lips.
CAMERA ZOOMS IN TO AN EXTREME CLOSEUP OP THE RING TRANS
MITTER.

(whi CRANE
Admiral sparing)••••
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165 INT. RADIO SHACK

SHOT - NELSON
perking up as he hears, through the earphones:

CRANE'S VOICE
Tonight 1

166 EXT. BOULDERS AT WATER'S EDGE - DAY

SHOT
as Watson leaps into the water, then Crane.

167 EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

SHOT
as Crane, Watson and a couple of other divers swim down
into the oyster beds. A guard, in black wet suit, to con
trast to the light suits of the divers, indicates an oyster
ready for harvesting.

168 ANOTHER ANGLE
as Crane sees the giant oysters for the first time. Watson
hands him a food bag and motions for him to feed the giant
creature. Crane places food pellets into the oyster's
mouth and snatches his hand out a fraction of a second
before the shell snaps closed. Crane reacts to this as
we -

DISSOLVE TO:

169 INT. CAVE - NIGHT

SHOT - CRANE, WATSON
others, eating a meager meal.

WATSON
(throwing the food
away, in disgust)

Swill, not fit for the crabs.

CRANE
Eat, you'll need every bit of
strength tonight.

(he shares his
food with Watson)

WATSON
It is all set -- I have passed
the word. Tonight all the divers
will be working to prepare for
the spawning.

CRANE

They will wait for our signal?

Cont.
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109 Cont.

WATSON
And there will be no turning back.
Toaight we" see the last of this
evil place.

Crane pats him on the shoulder and turns away, bringing
his ring to his mouth.

170 CLOSE SHOT - CRANE
as he covers the transmitter with his hand and, speaking
softly:

CRANE
Admiral •••

171 INT. RADIO SHACK

SHOT - NELSON, SPARKS
as he hears Crane's voice through the earphones.

CRANE'S VOICE
Admiral •••

NELSON
(to Sparks)

Switch it onto the P.A. -- I want
everyone to hear what he has to say.

Sparks throws a switch and we hear:

CRANE'S VOICE
(over P.A.)

Tonight we are going to cut our
way through the net •

Nelson listens.

172 INT. CONTROL ROOM

SHOT - MORTON, KOWALSKI, OTHERS
listening.

CRANE'S VOICE
We will try to make it to the sub.
Hold position.

Morton nods.

"

7270

173 INT. TORPEDO ROOM

SHOT - CURLEY, OTHERS
listening.

CRANE'S VOICE
I will radio you when we are within
a hundred yards so that you can
pick us up.

Curley nods.
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174 INT. CHOU'S LAB - NIGHT

SHOT - CHOU, WIN
listening, on radio.

Wish us luck CRANE'S VOICE••••

Chou and Win smile.

175 INT. CAVE - NIGHT

CLOSE· - CRANE

CRANE
And, Admiral, I was able to drop
off those packages ••••Roger and
out.

176 INT. RADIO SHACK

SHOT - NELSON
puzzled.

NELSON
(to himself)

Packages?
(a beat)

The explosives. He planted the
explosives.

SPARKS
But we can't detonate ••••

NELSON
Unless they're recaptured.

Nelson looks worried.

177 INT. CHOU'S LAB - NIGHT

SHOT - C;HOU, WIN

CHOU

We will let them cut through the
net apd signal Seaview to pick
them up. When she surfaces our
rockets will blow her out of the
water.

(a beat)
You see, Win, my prediction that
either Nelson or I would destroy
each other is about to come true.

Cont.
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WIN
Yes, Doctor •

. CHOU

A pity --- if Nelson had accepted
my invitation to be my assistant,
who knows what miracles we might
have performed. Instead, he dies.
What a waste ••••

(he turns on
the TV)

Shall we watch the escape?

On screen they see Crane, Watson and others as they
jump into the water and swim down into the oyster beds.

.'
'.

178

179

SHOT
as Crane and Watson swim to the oyster, the guard
watching near them. Watson removes a heavy pry bar
from his belt and starts working to pry open the oyster.
Crane glances over at the guard, watching him, then
pretending to help Watson, Crane sneaks a look off in
the other direction.

WHAT HE SEES

SHOT - GUARD
over another pair of divers working at an oyster. They
look back at Crane and nod.

7270

180 BACK TO SCENE
as Crane sneaks a look upward.

181 WHAT HE SEES

SHOT - TV CAMERA

scanning the oyster beds.

182 INT. CHOU'S LAB - NIGHT

SHOT - CHOU, WIN
On screen we see Crane sneak a look at the TV camera.

CHOU

Keep the cameras off him for a
few minutes. We don t t want him
to be self-conscious.

WIN
Yes, Doctor.

He twists a dial.
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183 BACK TO SCENE
as Crane assists Watson pry the shell of the giant
oyster open and sneaks a look in another direction.

184 WHAT HE SEES

SHOT - THE NET - FROM CRANE'S P.O.V. (STOCK SHOT FROH
"FROGMEN" )

185 BACK TO SCENE
as the shell of the giant oyster is forced to yield
and Watson indicates a harvest of pearls deep within
the body cavity of the oyster. He signals for a
reluctant Crane to swim inside the body cavity and
grab the pearls.

186 ANOTHER ANGLE
as Crane hesitates and the guard comes up from behind
to prod him with his spear gun. Reluctantly, Crane
swims in and quickly snatches half the pearls from the
body of the oyster, the powerful adductor muscle of the
oyster straining to ~nap the shell closed. Watson's
pry bar starts to bend under the press~re and Crane
swims out from the body of the oyster.

187 SHOT
as the guard prods Crane to swim back into the shell of
the giant oyste~ to harvest the remaining shell. Crane
hesitates, ~neaks looks at:

INTER CUT LOOKS WITH SHOTS OF:

1) OTHER DIVERS, their guard turned away from him.

2) TV CAMERA, not moving, facing in another direction.

188 BACK TO SCENE
as the guard prods Crane once more and Crane grabs hl~
spear gun, gives it a yank, propelling the guard into
~he body of the oyster. Watson pulls the pry free,
allowing the shell to snap shut on the hapless guard.
Crane looks off to see:

189 EXT. UNDERWATER - DAY

SHOT - OTHER DIVERS
jump their guard.

7270

190 !NT. SEAVIEW NOSE (PROCESS)
(Mine field plates from "CRASH DIVEII)

SHOT - NELSON, MORTON
searching the mine field for a sign of Crane.

Cont.
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NELSON
How many divers are standing by
to assist, Mister Morton?

MORTON
A dozen, sir.

NELSON
(impatiently)

Come on, Lee.

He taps on the glass with his impatient fingers.

191 UNDERWATER (STOCK SHOTS FROM "FROGMEN")
of divers swimming toward the net, reaching it, cutting
the first section with insulated cutters.

192 INT. CHOU'S LAB - NIGHT

SHOT - CHOU, WIN
at radar-sonar scope as the alarm buzzer sounds.

CHOU
They have reached the net. Are
the rockets armed?

WIN
Armed, but still concealed, Doctor.

CHOU
Very good. Watch sonar for Seaview
to move into position.

193 UNDERWATER (STOCK SHOTS FROM "FROGMEN")
of the divers cutting through the net and swimming
through it one by one.

194 INT. SEAVIEW OBSERVATION NOSE

SHOT - NELSON, MORTON
at nose. Over the squawker we hear:

KOWALSKI'S VOICE
Hydrophones picking up a lot of
activity just beyond the mine
field, Admiral.

NELSON
They're com1ng, Mister Morton.
Move out into the center of the
channel to pick them up.

Cont.
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MORTON
Aye, sir.

He exits.

NELSON
(into mike)

Divers, stand by to assist.

195 EXT. UNDERWATER - NIGHT (STOCK SHOT FROM "FROGMEN")

SHOT
as the divers swim toward CAMERA, one diver stops and
swims up toward the surface.

196 INT. CHOU'S LAB - NIGHT

SHOT - CHOU, WIN
at sonar.

CHOU
She's moving into center channel.
Prepare to launch rockets.

Chou, pleased, goes to the balcony.

197 EXT. WATER - NIGHT

SHOT - CRANE
surfacing, lifts off mask, and looks around, suddenly
sees:

198 EXT. ROCKET LAUNCHER - NIGHT

SHOT - LAUNCHER
moving into position.

199 EXT. WATER - NIGHT

SHOT - CRANE
looks off in another direction.

200 EXT. ROCKET LAUNCHER - NIGHT

SHOT - LAUNCHER
as it too moves into firing position.

201 EXT. WATER- NIGHT

SHOT - CRANE
as he realizes what's happening.

Cont.
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CRANE
(desperate; into
ring transmitter)

It's a trapl Admiral. They're
preparing to launch roekets.
Detonate the gasoline drums.

202 !NT. CHOU IS LAB - NIGHT

SHOT - CHOU, WIN
reacting.

CRANE IS VOICE
Detonate gasoline drums ••••

Chou looks toward the drums 1n panic.

203 INT. SEAVIEW OBSERVATION NOSE

SHOT - NELSON
looking down at the detonator.

CRANE'S VOICE
(over; imploring)

Detonatel Admiral. It's our only
chance.

Nelson presses the button.

204 STOCK SHOTS OF GASOLINE DRUMS EXPLODING - NIGHT -
(FOOTAGE FROM "CRASH DIVE II )

INTERCUT WITH:

1) SHOT OF CHOU AND WIN as the lab blows up.

2) CRANE AT SURFACE1 pleased.

3) NELSON, worI7'ing.

4) PRISONERS SWIMMING UNDERWATER.

DISSOLVE TO:

205 EXT. OPEN SEA - NIGHT

SHOT - SEAVIEW
at surface.

7270

206 EXT. BRIDGE - NIGHT

SHOT - NELSON, CRANE, CAPTAIN WATSON
the flames from Pearl Bay reflected on their faces.
Crane and Watson are dripping wet.

Cont.
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CAPtot:AIN

All of us want t()tl'1.anJ.cYOU,both
of you •.

NELSON

I hOpey()'U.and ~()UrlJl.nwill be
comfo:rtableab()ardS~aview.

CAPTAIN
(salutes)

Bless you both ••.••

Nelson returns the salute and Watson exits.

NELSON

(after am0trlent)
Ifyo\.1.hadn't surfaced and seen
the rocket launcherEl•••
. (hesl1udders)

CRANE

I'm only glad the detonators
wo:rked•.

(a beat)
They wereSikes'E1.

NELSON
(remernbe;ro:1;ng)

The civilian •••••

Crane nods and both..menlook back toward the rubble
of,Pearl Bay as we:

FADE OUT

THE END
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